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Intended Audience & Genre 
 
The intended audience in this article is very limited mostly because of the sites’ credibility. 
The site’s intended audience are the citizens of Fairfax County, Virginia. They post local and 
relevant news. Many of the views of the county can be seen in this site such as, their views on 
gun control. It is a popular news source nonetheless and the author of the article can be 
viewed as an authority in this field (gun control) 
Key Terms 

● tactical training 
● regulated prevalence 

 
Precis 
 
In the article, Gun violence: Are violent video games to blame?, Liza Gold essentially discusses how                  

violent video games are a scapegoat for many politicians. A specific person she brings into the                

discussion is U.S representative Frank Wolf. Dr. Gold points out “U.S. Rep. Frank Wolf (R-Dist. 10) has                 

repeatedly stated his belief that violent video games are a major cause of gun violence and mass                 

shootings.” (Gold). As a result in the article she explain the hidden agenda behind why politicians                

blame violent video games for violence. In the article she even goes on to saying “We should                 

recognize Rep. Wolf’s obsession with video games for what it is: a diversion from addressing the real                 

issues in the public health crisis of gun violence. Despite overwhelming evidence that the root cause                

of the epidemic of gun violence in our country is the inadequately regulated prevalence of firearms,                

Mr. Wolf continues, so to speak, to stick to his guns about video games.” Dr. Gold as a result explains                    

that there is no correlation between the two using several quotes and experiments from other               

scientists. Instead proving that gun control is the main issue. 

 

 

 

 

 



Reflection 

 

Dr. Gold truly speaks her mind in this article. Her views are clearly presented and backed up perfectly.                  

She knows there is no relation between violence and video games and goes even further by explaining                 

the true nature behind the problem. Although she does not specifically mention adolescents in the               

article, the examples she uses of mass shootings were all done by teenagers. She focuses on gun                 

control being the true nature of the problem. Nevertheless, I think she is voicing her opinion far too                  

often, thus presenting a bias. It isn’t a problem, but the opposition in this situation might take                 

advantage. 

 

Quotes 

 

“The Council on Foreign Relations reports that in the U.S. there are 88.8 firearms per 100 people. In                  

Canada, the rate is 30.8; in Australia, 1.5; and in Japan it is 0.6. CFR also reports that in the United                     

States, there are 3.21 homicides per 100 people. In Canada, the rate is 0.51, and in Australia, 0.14. In                   

Japan, videogames are just as popular as they are in the U S. Japan’s rate of firearm homicide is the                    

lowest in the world, 0.01 per 100 people - that is, 1 in 10 million.” (Gold) 

 

“The relationship of violence in the media, including video games, to aggressive behavior is a               

legitimate subject for social science research. But despite years of study, there is no evidence of a                 

causal relationship between video violence and mass shootings. “ (Gold) 

 

 

 
 
 
 


